Comments from Students
What’s TOP about Keele?

Comments

KLE powerpoints instead of printing

Green modules

Keele has a lot of countryside
Amazing cherry blossoms during spring

We have shared the Module Case Studies document with the Sustainability
Voice Reps. In terms of the number of modules that exist already relating to
sustainability, we're in a great place and students have recognised this. But
we want to do more! One of the key things we will be working with the SVRs
on is increasing awareness of modules that relate to Sustainability. We have
also begun conversations with the academic and administrative staff in the
Schools to get this point on the agenda so Lecturers can begin thinking how
they can either offer modules or embed aspects of SDGs into their teaching.
As part of the Green Mindfulness campaign we have launched and alongside
our Active Lifestyles Officer, we are going to be running Wellbeing Walks. In
addition, within the Student Union, members of staff are encouraged to
partake in 'Walking meetings' around campus.

What can be improved?

Action Plan

Recycling in squirrell

As this venue is used as a night venue we wanted to establish a long term
recycling option which would not need to be removed on nights out. Sam
Gibbons has worked with the Facilities team on this and will be implementing
this as soon as possible.

Prospective students booklets- could be on recyclable paper

Sam Gibbons is going to raise this in the next Sustainability Steering Group
he attends with staff at the University to find out if this is already in place or if
it is possible.

Cutting trees down for development
Sort rubbish collection in halls

Unfortunately, some trees are removed for development purposes, however,
established trees are always considered significantly before any removal
takes place. There is also a tree replacement policy that the University is still
standing by, we as an SU will liaise with Estates to ensure this is adhered by.
Sam Gibbons is looking into this.

More recycle bins- especially in the library!

We are currently working with the Environment Manager about this, also to
be considered in other buildings across campus included Chancellors and
other academic buildings.

Incentives and rewards for recycling.

As part of Halls Life scheme, Halls who have the best recycling practice
receive Halls points. The accommodation with the most Halls Life Points gets
a free formal evening event at Keele Hall. If you'd like any more information
about this, please contact Halls Life.

